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Shipwrecked in the Atlantic World:
Reevaluating Jonathan Dickinson's Interactions
with Native Peoples along Florida's
Southeastern Coast
by Jason Daniels
About One a Clock in the Moring we felt our Vessel strike some few
strokes, and then she floated again for five or six Minutes, before
she ran flat aground, where she beat violently at first; the Wind
was violent; and it was very dark, that our Marriners could not
see Land: The Seas broke over us, that we were in the quarter of an
hour Floating in the Cabin. By this time we felt the lkssel not to
strike often; but several of her Timbers were broken, and some Plank
started; the Seas continued breaking over us, and no Land to be
seen. We concluded to keep in the lkssel as long as she would hold
together. About the third Hour this Morning, we supposed we saw
Land at some considerable distance. And at this time we found the
Water began to run out of the lkssel, and at Daylight we perceived
we were upon the Shoar, on a Beach lying upon the Breach of the
Sea; which, at time, as the Surges of the Sea reversed, was dry . .. We
rejoyced at this our Preservation from the ragi,ng Seas; but at the
same Instant feared the sad Consequence that fo llowed. 1

Jason Daniels is an Instructor at Indian River State College.
1.
God '.s protecting providence, man '.s surest help and defence, in the times of the greatest
difficulty, and most Imminent danger: evidenced in the remarkable deliverance of divers
Persons, from the devouring waves of the sea; amongst which they suffered Shipwrack:
and also, from the more cruelly devouring jaws of the inhumane canibals of Florida,
faithfully related by one of the persons concerned therein, Jonathan Dickenson (London:
T. Sowle, 1701), 3-4. Hereafter cited as God '.s Protecting Providence.
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the sun rose upon the mangled and beleaguered Reformation
n October 23, 1696,Jonathan Dickinson, anAnglo:Jamaican
Ian ter in the process of relocating his mercantile affairs to
Philadelphia, found himself shipwrecked hundreds of miles from the
nearest European colony and stranded amongst Native Americans. 2
For modern scholars, Dickinson's account of his two-month odyssey
from present-day Jupiter Island to Spanish St. Augustine has proved
to be an indispensable ethnographical tract for examining Native
Americans living south of the Spanish mission provinces during the
late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries. Nevertheless, this
complicated and inscrutable text, like much of the Florida peninsula,
remains relatively understudied by scholars of the Atlantic World.
While Florida's transition from colonial outpost to a wellsettled plantation colony never occurred, the region represented
a geographical and cultural crossroads where Europeans, Native
Americans, and Africans interacted in interestingly complicated
ways. 3 For Dickinson, however, Florida represented a world apart
2.

3.

The Reformation ran aground on present-dayJupiter Island. Richard Limpeney,
the mate, with a quadrant and seamen's calendar reckoned their latitude to be
twenty-seven degrees and·eight minutes. The positioning placed the castaways
just south of the present-day St. Lucie Inlet. It should be noted that the
modern-day St. Lucie Inlet did not exist in 1696. Many of the inlets Dickinson
mentions in his journal closed and opened seasonally and as a result of
coastal development do not exist today. The castaways were marginally closer
to St. Augustine than Havana at about 250 and 350 miles away respectively.
Historians and anthropologists debate about exactly where Dickinson landed
and the location of the native American groups he describes. For the most
recent and most thorough exploration of debates surrounding locations of
places described in Dickinson'sjournal see: Alan Brech andJ.F. Lanham, "The
Location of the Paramount Town of the Ais Indians and the General Location
of the Indians of Santa Lucia," The Florida Anthropo!,ogist, 64:3-4 (2010): 115-48.
Florida, because of its strategic position and seemingly boundless, but rarely
realized, possibilities for profit, represented a considerable source of concern
for the Spanish, English, and French colonial officials in the early eighteenth
century. For Spain, Florida, at the end of the seventeenth century, represented
a precious northern buffer zone for an increasingly indefensible empire. For
the English, Florida provided a source of both prestige and problems. At the
turn of the eighteenth century, La Florida (present-day Georgia and Florida)
represented the last piece, albeit one dominated by Native Americans, in an
expanding orth American Atlantic seaboard. Conversely, the Spanish colony
provided a vexing haven for runaway-slaves from South Carolina. For France,
Florida, particularly the Gulf Coast, represented a necessary piece in linking
French possessions, via the Mississippi River, in Canada to those in the American
South and the Caribbean. See Paul Hoffman, Florida s Frontiers (Bloomington,
Indiana University Press, 2002); Daniel Usner Indians, Settlers, and Sl,aves in a
Frontier Exchange Economy: The Lower Mississippi Val/,ey before 1783 (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1992);Jane Landers, Black Society in Spanish
Florida (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999), 23-60.
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from settled society, a savage wilderness rife with uncertainty and
teeming with innumerable insecurities. 4 Yet, this "very dismal
place," despite its unfamiliarity to Dickinson, his family, his
enslaved Africans, and the Caribbean crew, was still very much a
part of an emerging Atlantic community. 5 As an area of cultural
clashes and political and economic maneuvering between various
Europeans and Native Americans, Florida witnessed many transnational, cultural, ideological, and material exchanges. Examining
Florida as an "Atlantic area" provides an interesting opportunity
to explore how various Native American groups reconciled an
evolving Atlantic world with their traditional worldview, intertribal
relations, and their relationships with Europeans. 6 The complex
interplay between competing Native American groups and
different Europeans along the east coast of Florida at the end of
the eighteenth century illustrates the extraordinary pace at which
Native Americans and Europeans adapted to the vast changes of
4.

5.

6.

Because Spaniards failed to develop permanent settlements along the
southeastern coast, we might assume that the Native American polities that
existed in 1513 continued into the 1690s and, though populations may well have
been lowered from pre-Columbian levels, the Native-Americans continued to
live much as they had, while adjusting to the new opportunities presented by
Europeans. Amy Bushnell suggests several factors that retarded the growth of
Spanish Florida including "the crown's protective attitude toward natives, the
obstacles of trade, the shortage of currency, the problems of food distribution,
the slow Spanish increase in population and the rapid native decrease, and the
exhausting wars." See Amy Busnell, The King's Coffer: Proprietors of the Spanish
Flmida Treasury, 1565-1702 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1981), 1-14.
The castaways included twenty-four people: Jonathan Dickinson, his wife Mary,
their infant child, Jonathan, a Quaker missionary named Robert Barrow on his
way home from a proselytizing tour of the Caribbean, and Dickinson's kinsman,
Benjamin Allen. The crew included five common sailors: Solomon Cresson,
Joseph Buckley, Thomas Fownes, ThomasJemmet, and Nathaniel Randall. The
captain, Joseph Kirle, hailed from Philadelphia. Kirle and his mate, Richard
Limpeney, were accompanied by John Hilliard, the master's boy and Ben, the
master's slave. Dickinson brought with him ten enslaved Africans: Venus, an
Indian girl, died en route from Jamaica. God's Protecting Providence, 4.
One of the major criticisms of Atlantic history, as suggested by Jack Greene,
is that by focusing on lands bordering tl1e Atlantic Ocean historians deflect
attention away from inland populations and their role in the Atlantic world.
Furthermore, with an explicitly Atlantic focus, historians seeking to illustrate
the connections that tied the various areas of the Atlantic together do so at the
expense of the development of local areas without much concern about how
those connections and trans-national relations affected the internal histories
of the areas they connected. See Philip D. Morgan and Jack P. Greene,
"Introduction: The Present State of Atlantic History" in Atlantic History: A
Critical Appraisal, ed. Jack P. Greene and Philip D. Morgan (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2009), 5-7.
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the period and made decisions based on both local and transAtlantic influences.
By failing to consider the directives of the Native Americans,
the proceeding analysis of Dickinson's shipwreck suggests
that previous historical interpretations of Dickinson's journal
misrepresent the actions of the historical actors. 7 Therefore, this
article focuses primarily on exploring the subtle ways in which
local circumstances manifest themselves in Dickinson's account of
his captivity in Florida. By examining Dickinson's journal in an
Atlantic world context, this article further illustrates that Florida
was not simply an isolated outpost and a string of missions; rather,
Florida, as early as the turn of the eighteenth century, was firmly
entrenched in an expanding and evolving Atlantic world. 8

Native American Background
During their two-month, 250-mile trek from present day
Jupiter Island to St. Augustine, Dickinson and company interacted
with three autonomous Native American groups-the Jobe, the

7.

This article particularly engages the two sustained commentaries on
Dickinson's journal: Evangeline Walker Andrews and Charles Andrews, eds.,

s

God's Protecting Providence or Jonathan Dickinson Journal: Being the Narrative of a
Journey from Port Royal in Jamaica to Philadelphia between August 23, 1696 and April
1, 1697 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1945); and Amy Turner Bushnell,

8.

"Escape of the Nickaleers: European-Indian Relations of the Wild Coast of
Florida in 1696, fromjonathan Dickinson'sjournal," in Coastal Encounters: The
Transformation of the Gulf South in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Richmond F. Brown
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2007), 31-58.
Historians of Florida typically treat the peninsula in isolation or in the
context of Spanish Borderlands, while rarely endeavoring to integrate
Florida historiography into an Atlantic world framework. There are two
veins of scholarship on early Florida: one addresses Native Americans prior
to European arrival and their subsequent reactions to the Spanish. Another
focuses on Spanish efforts to settle the peninsula. The relationship of
Native Americans to other Europeans and the larger Atlantic world receive
occasional commentary but remain largely unexplored. In a recent volume
on the transformation of the Gulf South, Daniel H. Usner Jr. remarked on
the "lingering indifference shown by many early American historians" toward
this region despite the "central role of religion in colonialism and the contest
among empires for Indian trade and territory." Usner suggests that for most
of the last two centuries, historians examined Gulf Coast colonization in the
shadow of a nationalist history of the United States that privileged its founding
English colonies. Usner further contends that historians actively shaped
representations oflife in places like seventeenth-century Florida to contrast with
life along the Atlantic seaboard of North America, purposefully "essentializing"
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Santaluces, and the Ais-as well as several Timucuan groups
living in mission towns south of St. Augustine. 9 Influenced by
prior experiences and popular perceptions of the "other," each
group held distinct expectations, prejudices, and attitudes about
interactions with outsiders. Native Americans had contended
with Europeans along Florida's east coast for nearly two centuries
before the Reformation arrived in 1696. The engagements, most
often between the Spanish and Native Floridians, had a long and
often unsavory tenure. In general, Native American interactions
with Northern Europeans were episodic but they offer insight
into how Native American groups developed different opinions
about separate groups of Europeans. Due to the relatively
sparse documentary record, scholars have been forced to rely on
vignettes, like Dickinson's shipwreck, to examine European and

9.

cultural differences between European nations in order to explain why
England's colonies purportedly grew and expanded more successfully than
others. Arny Bushnell suggests that "students of Atlantic history focused on
the societies, plantations, and commerce of the English, French, Dutch, and
Portuguese colonists and on enslaved Africans, leaving Spanish colonists to
their own historians and Indians to ethno-historians." Jack Greene contends
that "the new multicultural interest in the non-British roots of United States
civilization ... has remained relatively unconcerned with large cultural worlds to
which the areas of Spanish and French penetration were attached ... [thus] early
American historians [continue] to be largely uninformed about the extensive
and rich historiography produced ... on those larger Spanish and French
cultural worlds." Greene further suggests that "such de-contextualization
cannot be expected to produce comprehensive understandings of the histories
of the areas that suffer it, much less to enrich them." See Daniel H. Usner Jr.,
"The Significance of the Gulf South in Early American History" in Brown, ed.,
Coastal Encounters, 13-14; Arny Bushnell, "Indigenous America and the Limits
of the Atlantic World, 1493-1825," in Greene and Morgan, Atlantic World, 191;
Greene, "Hemispheric History and Atlantic History," in Greene and Morgan,
Atlantic World, 300-01.
See Daniel K. Richter, Facing East from Indian Country: A Native History of
Early America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001) ; Karen Ordahl
Kupperman, Indians and English: Facing Off in Early America (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2000) ; Peter Wood, Gregorgy Waselkov, and M. Thomas Hatley,
eds., Powhatan '.s Mantk: Indians in the Colonial Southeast (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1989); Cynthia Van Zandt, Brothers among Nations: The Pursuit
of Intercultural Alliances in Early America, 1580-1660 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2008); Steven Oatis, A Colonial Complex: South Carolina '.s Frontiers in the
Era of the Yamasee War, 1680-1730 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004);
Alan Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the American
South, 1670-1717 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002).
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Native American relationships south of the m1ss1on provinces. 10
Therefore, it is important to remember that these relationships
-were not static and the treatment of European castaways varied
according to time and place.
Reexamining Dickinson's account from an Atlantic perspective
illustrates how Native Americans consistently and consciously
incorporated their world-view into the expanding European
colonial endeavor.11 James Axtell suggests that "since the Spanish
flotas contained black Africans and light-skinned Spaniards as well as
more familiar brown-skinned Indian people from Central and South
America, the Floridian's world view had to expand to incorporate
and account for these strangers and geographies and cultures from
where they came. "12 The introduction of Africans to this complicated
web of interaction only further illustrates the dynamic nature
of the multi-cultural world of late-seventeenth century Florida.
Enslaved Africans accompanied many of Florida's early exploration
expeditions, worked in and around St. Augustine, and occasionally

10.

Dickinson and company spent just over two months along the east coast of
Florida, a month of which was spent at the Jece, the paramount Ais village
south of present-day Cape Canaveral. For general discussions of the Native
Americans along Florida's east coast see: John Hann, Indians of Central and
South Flnrida, 1513-1763 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003); Jerald
T. Milanich, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1995), 52-60, 63-69, 79-92; Eugene Lyon , "More Light on the
Indians of the Ays Coast," (Unpublished Manuscript, on file at P.K. Yonge
Library, University of Florida, Gainesville, 1967).
11. In the body of historical literature which touches directly upon these Native
American groups, eyewitness accounts are limited to the Menedez party or
its chroniclers, Spanish governmental, military or religious records following
initial conquest, and a few outside accounts. See Lyon, "More Light on
the Indians of the Ays Coast," 4. Lyons discusses the historiography up to
the 1960s in this unpublished paper as well. Milanch suggests that without
Dickinson 's account "we would know little about the Hobe or the Ais, to the
north." Milanich, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe, 56.
12. Axtell further suggests that "this is never a small undertaking because it
involves a major adjustment of a people's ethnocentric sense of uniqueness
at the naval of the universe. If it does not reduce their sense of superiority,
it certainly complicates it by introducing disturbing intimations of cultural
relativism," James Axtell, The Indians' New South: Cultural Change in the Colonial
Southeast (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1997), 14.
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ran away to Native American villages to the south. 13 Bushnell
suggests that a considerable number of enslaved Africans ran off
and intermarried with the Ais during the seventeenth century. 14
Jane Landers further contends that Africans realized the benefits
associated with their proximity to autonomous Native American
groups along Florida's east coast. For example, in 1603 the Ais gave
refuge to seven enslaved Africans from St. Augustine. Five were
later recaptured but two others were said to have married Indians
and were never retrieved. 15 These episodic encounters provided
historians with opportunities to examine how Native Americans
adjusted to their involvement in the expanding European colonial
endeavor. 16
Native American integration of the European colonial endeavor
into their worldview, however, should not be taken for granted.
Unlike the sedentary, agricultural people of northern Florida, who
in large part rendered themselves obedient to the Spanish king and
his colonial representatives and accepted Christianity, the Native
Americans of central and south Florida typically maintained their
autonomy. 17 Fewer contacts with the Spanish may have contributed to
these groups' ability to maintain relative autonomy. Jerald Milanich
argues that the Spanish showed little interest in the Native American
groups along the Florida southeast coast due to their small numbers
and because their non-agrarian lifestyle provided little material for
the colonists at St. Augustine. 18 Milanich further suggests that the

13. Jane Landers suggests that "enslaved Africans first entered the region in
significant numbers in 1526. Landers, "Africans and Native Americans on the
Spanish Florida Frontier" in Beyond Black and Red, Afacan-Native Relations in
Colonial Latin America, ed. Matthew Restall, (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2005), 55.
14. Bushnell, The King's Coffer, 22.
15. Landers, Black Society in Spanish Florida, 287.
16. For a general background of slaves in early Spanish Florida see: Landers,
"Africans and Native Americans on the Spanish Frontier," 54-62.
17. The native groups of central and southern Florida did not farm maize and
probably did not cultivate any crops. Villages and populations were probably
smaller and less densely distributed than in northern Florida. Consequently,
the establishment of missions and the control of native populations were much
more difficult in the southern two-thirds of the state than in the northern
third. See Milanich, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe, 34.
18. Jerald T. Milani ch, Laboring in the Fields ofour Lord: Spanish Missions and Southeast
Indians (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2006), 35.
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distance from St. Augustine made maintammg missions in south
Florida nearly impossible. 19 Fierce resistance to foreign intrusion also
-limited efforts to settle, proselytize, and trade further south along the
peninsula. 20 Nevertheless, with fewer contacts, the Native Americans
along Florida's southeastern coast exercised much more autonomy
than their north-Florida counterparts in choosing whether or not to
integrate Europeans into their world.
The Ais Indians dominated the central southeast coast of
Florida. 21 They lived from present-day Cape Canaveral southward
into St. Lucie County. The influence and mandate of the chief
of the Ais extended as far south as the upper keys, at least in
the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 22 The evidence,

19.

Several missionary and military operations south of Cape Canaveral failed during
the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. For earlier interactions, see Eugene
Lyon, The Enterprise ofFlorida: Pedro Menedez deAvilis and the Spanish conquest of 15651568 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1984). A final missionary effort to
southwest Florida in Calusa territory took place two years after Dickinson departed
St Augustine, but like previous attempts, this final attempt failed because of fierce
Native American resistance. For missionary attempts south of St. Augustine, see
John Hann, Histmy of the Timucua Indians and Missions (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1996); John Worth, The Timucuan Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1998).
20. Milanich, Labaring in the Fields of our Lord, 35.
21. Two peoples, the Calusa and the Ais, dominated most of coastal south Florida
and its immediate hinterland from the sixteenth century to the early years of
the eighteenth century. The Calusa represented the most important aboriginal
group in southern Florida in terms of population size and density, political
and military power, and influence. In the sixteenth century and eighteenth
centuries, they inhabited the coastal region of southwestern Florida including
Charlotte Harbor, Pine Island, San Carlos Bay, and Estero Bay. The Calusa
were clearly the more influential of the two peoples, exercising hegemony
over most of Florida's southwest coast, the Keys, parts of the Lake Okeechobee
region, and, at times, even the Biscayne Bay area. Through alliance with the Ais
or through prestige, the Calusa's head cacique received treasure from Spanish
shipwrecks along Florida's southeast coast. The chief of the Ais was an ally of
the Calusa head chief in the 1550s and 1560s and, possibly, something morein view of the goods and people from shipwrecks he sent to the Calusa's head
caciques in that era. The Ais's chief exercised hegemony or had influence all
the way down the southeast coast to Biscayne Bay and the first of the keys below
it. On this, see Hann, Indians of Central and South Flarida, 2.
22. The Ais region encompassed the coast, the adjacent mainland, and probably a
section of the St. Johns River in Brevard County. West of the Ais, in the southcentral area of the state, from Orange County south into Osceola County
and parts of Polk and Highland counties, lived another native group, the
Jororo. To the north of the Jororo within the St. Johns River drainage, from
Seminole County north to Lake George, were the Mayaca Indians. Two of
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however, is conflicting regarding the place of the Jobe within the
Ais Province during the third quarter of the of the seventeenth
century. 23 It appears that the area from theJeaga village, just south
of Jobe village, through several Tequesta villages into the upper
keys represented something of a unit apart from the Ais proper,
even though they were within the region influenced by the Ais
cacique's hegemony. 24 Evidently, the Jobe represented the southern
limit of Ais influence because the Ais did not directly influence
the scattered peoples along the southern limits of the peninsula.
The Santaluces, a subsidiary Ais tribe, lived roughly halfway
between the Jobe village and Jece, the paramount Ais village, on
the mainland near Cape Canaveral. While none of these Native
American groups maintained sustained contact with the Spanish
at St. Augustine, Spanish relations influenced the Ais more than
the other smaller groups. Nevertheless, the Ais, like the Jobe and
the Santaluces, maintained relative autonomy in their interactions
with the Spanish. Experiences with the Spanish and the advantages
and disadvantages associated with that contact varied according to
Native American proximity to St. Augustine. Previous experiences
with other Europeans greatly influenced how these various Native
American groups received and treated Dickinson and company.
From their first recorded encounters to the eve of Dickinson's
arrival, Native Americans dominated their interactions with
Europeans along the southeast coast of Florida. As a result of
their less than felicitous interactions, the Spanish struggled to
develop consistent trade or a mission presence among Florida's
southeastern Native Americans. 25 In 1513, the exploratory mission
of Juan Ponce de Leon, in need of provisions, sent men ashore in
the vicinity of Jupiter Inlet, near the village of the Jobe Indians.
Skirmishes took place and the Spaniards kidnapped one Native
American to be used as a guide. 26 The negative reaction to the

23.
24.
25.
26.

these three groups, thejororo and the Mayaca, are often mentioned together
in Spanish documents. AB a consequence of their locatoin, the Jororo and
Mayaca remained relatively isolated from Spanish initiatives. It was only after
the native populations at the northern missions were severely decimated that
the Spaniards began missionary efforts in the 1690s. See Milanich, Rorida
Indians, 63.
Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 61.
Ibid., 200.
Jerald T. Milanich, Florida's Indians from Ancient Times to Present (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1998) , 134.
Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 1.
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arrival of Ponce de Leon might indicate a history of unwelcome
voyages (possibly slavers) to Florida's east coast. Throughout
-the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, intermittent contact
continued along the southeast coast between the Native Americans
and Spanish shipwreck survivors and slavers. Generally, Native
Americans enslaved the survivors or killed them on first encounter.
After these initial conflicts, shipwreck victims could expect little
mercy from the Native Americans along Florida's southeast coast. 27
Nevertheless, the Spanish occasionally received friendly
receptions and promises of allegiance from Native American
leaders. 28 Ambiguous allegiances usually proved to be short-lived
as initially good relations soured after mistreatment. 29 Certain
occasions and interactions, however, provided great benefits for
the Ais, but the immediate goals of the caciques typically dictated
the nature of these interactions. For example, the salvaging of
Spanish ships and the division of the spoils among chiefs may have
created a cause for positive relations with Europeans:
I desire to speak of the riches found by the Indians of Ais,
which is perhaps as much as a million ... or over, in bars of
silver, in gold, and in articles of jewelry made by the hands
of Mexican Indians, which the [ship] passengers were
bringing with them. 30
James Axtell suggests that "Floridians eagerly collected these
metals from the wrecks, not because they appreciated their
monetary value in European standards-they did not-but because
of their color, brilliance, and possibly weight and their uses as media
for their own artistic forms." 31 Eugene Lyon suggests that there is
evidence for shipwrecks from the Spanish gold fleets of 1554, 1536,

27.
28.

29.
30.
31-

Ibid., 12.
In 1565, Pedro Menedez de Aviles established "good relations with Cacique
of Ays." In 1580, Governor Pedro Menedez announced the "establishment of
peace in the area of the Ays coast." In 1605, "caciques visit St. Augstine and
agree to maintain peace and send some Indians for Christian instruction."
In 1607, Governor Pedro ye Ybarra reported that "conditions are now safe
along a 100-league stretch of Florida coast." In 1628, Governor Borja reported
that the caciques of the south coast are happy and the area is now secure and
the Indians have renounced their former relations with the English and the
Dutch. Lyon, "More Light on the Indians of the Ays coast," 27-32.
Hann, Indians of Central and SouthFlarida, 78.
D ' Escalante Fontenada cited in Milanich, Flarida Indians, 42.
Axtell, The Indians' New South, 13.
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1618, 1622, 1634, and 1715 in the area inhabited by the Ais. 32 Lyon
contends that "salvaging became a persistent and ingrained part of
the culture" of the Ais. 33 Conversely, if we consider that only one
shipwreck from the gold fleets occurred each generation, Lyon
may have over-stated their historical importance.
In an effort to contain or at least regularize the practice
of salvaging, Spanish officials attempted to negotiate peace
agreements with their Native American counterparts. Eventually,
at the beginning of the seventeenth century the Spanish made
a breakthrough with the Ais cacique and the Native Americans
subject to him because the cacique promised to provide provisions
to the survivors from any Spanish ships and send them on to St.
Augustine. The Ais also ambiguously agreed to capture enemy
survivors and report their presence to the governor. Nevertheless,
their promise to the Spanish was tenuous at best. Despite efforts by
Spaniards to proselytize and to forge political alliances, the Native
Americans of central and south Florida shunned those attempts
and retained their complex socio-religious systems, inter-regional
relations, and independence. 34
Native Americans south of St. Augustine undoubtedly
understood the ramifications of a constant Spanish presence in their
villages, including the loss of land and, as non-agrarian peoples, the
loss of their traditional subsistence methods as well. A constant
Spanish presence might also have altered the power structures
among the peoples of southeast Florida. Therefore, it stands to
reason that the Ais and their subsidiaries limited their contact with
Spaniards to occasions that provided immediate benefits. This type
of vacillating behavior, especially in the face of military expeditions,
kept the Spanish "perpetually puzzled and irritated" with their Native

32.

33.
34.

In addition to ships lost out of the flotas, many other vessels wrecked on the
reefs and sandbars along the Ais coast. The southernmost of the ships ofJean
Ribault's ill-starredl565 expedition was lost on the shores of Cape Canaveral.
In 1570 and 1571 , six smaller ships were driven ashore; one was destroyed by
the Ais. A document of 1630 mentions Flemish prisoners of the Ais, evidently
from a shipwreck. Three Dutch ships sunk near the Ais Inlet in 1626. Lyon,
"More Light on the Indians of the Ays Coast," 7-8.
Ibid., 8.
In the early colonial period, an increased European presence made life for
Native Floridians more difficult. Introduced diseases and the colonial system
reduced populations, caused alterations of traditional political systems, and
disrupted what had previously been adequate subsistence systems, particularly
in northern Florida. Milanich, Florida Indians, 33.
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American counterparts. While the Spanish characterized Native
American actions as "treachery," Lyon suggests that "all the Indians
-were doing was temporarily yielding ground when confronted with
an immediate and present force, and then returning to their way
when the threat was gone." 35
These limited interactions, however, led to changes in the
socioeconomic and political organization of the Native Americans
along Florida's southeast coast. The Native Americans became
increasingly connected not only to Spaniards but also other
Europeans and their African counterparts. Consequently, rather
than kill wayward Europeans, Native Americans in the early
seventeenth century began to consider the benefits of keeping
castaways alive, particularly for ransom. These groups increasingly
traded with Atlantic-world interlopers as they came ashore for
wood and water. Amy Bushnell suggests that the Ais traded with
French corsairs for ambergris, a perfume fixative, and sassafras
and china root, popular treatments for syphilis. 36 They also
interacted with English and Dutch corsairs, who lurked near Cape
Canaveral looking to attack Spanish ships. The Ais witnessed, on
several occasions, Europeans interacting with each other along
their coasts as well. In 1627, a Dutch fleet drove a Spanish frigate
aground near Cape Canaveral. The Dutch mariners skirmished
with the Spaniards, stripped the frigate of its contents, burned the
frigate to the waterline, and anchored near an Ais village. In the
end, the Dutch, with "gifts and cajolery," successfully established
relations with the Ais. When the Spanish arrived in the village to
purge the Dutch, who had already retreated, they found six English
and French pirates being held captive. Rojas y Borja suggested that
they were being held until they could be brought to St. Augustine. 37
Their captivity, however, seems strikingly similar to Dickinson's
captivity discussed below. Since foreign captives did not provide
immediate benefits for the natives, they remained in the village
living amongst the Ais until discovered by the Spanish. What the
Ais actually planned for their European captives remains open to
speculation, but when the Spanish arrived at the village the Ais
noted their intention to deliver them to St. Augustine.
35.
36.

37.

Lyon, "More Light on the Indians of the Ays Coast," 13.
Arny Turner Bushnell, "Republic of Spaniards, Republic of Indians" in The New
History ofFlorida, ed., Michael Gannon (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1996), 68.
Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 90.
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To combat the problems posed by Northern Europeans trading
with the natives of Florida's southern coast, the Spanish governor
continued to pursue friendly relations with the Ais. Borja noted
that "on the occasions when English and Dutch ships have arrived
on the coast of these Indians, they have not admitted them or traded
with them. And they have come to give me news that there are
enemy ships on the coast." 38 The key here is the Native Americans'
refusal to "admit" or "trade" with the English or the Dutch. The
Spaniard said nothing about them being put to death, a treatment
apparently reserved for his countrymen. 39 This omission suggests
that the relations between Northern Europeans and the Native
Americans along Florida's southeast coast were somewhat different
than those experienced by the Spanish. At the very least, Native
Americans, especially the Ais, made clear distinctions between
different groups of Europeans. Whether these distinctions were
based on national origins of the Europeans or the immediate
goals of the _Native Americans is unknown. When Dickinson and
company shipwrecked along Florida's southeastern coast in 1696,
they entered into a complex web of resistance and cooperation
between Europeans and Native Americans. In the end, these early
episodes suggest that Native Americans were very knowledgeable
about different European nations and distinguished between
them. These distinctions greatly influenced the Native Americans'
reaction to the English castaways huddled around the shambles of
the Reformation.

The Shipwreck
Having unknowingly arrived m this web of interaction, the
castaways attempted to consolidate the wreckage of the Reformation.
Dickinson and London, one of Dickinson's ten enslaved Africans,
were searching for some type of suitable shelter when:
About the Eighth or Ninth hour, came two Indian Men ...
from the Southward, running fiercely, and foaming at the
Mouth, having no Weapons but their Knives, and forthwith,
not making any stop, violently seized the two first Men they

38.
39.

Rojas y Boria, quoted in Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 89-90.
For a discussion of the numerous executions of Spanish missionaries and
military men, see Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 78-103; and
Milanich, Florida Indians, 99-163.
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met with ... they used no Violence, for the Men resisted
not ... Their Countenance was very Furious and Bloody ...
the rest of our Men followed from the Vessel, asking me
what they should do, whether they should get their guns
to kill these two; but I perswaded them otherwise, desiring
them to be quiet, shewing their inability to defend us from
what would follow, but to put our Trust in the Lord, who
was able to defend to the uttermost ... whilst these two ...
stood with a wild furious Countenance, looking upon us;
I thought with my self to give them some Tobacco and
Pipes, which they greedily snatch'd from me, and making
a snuffing Noise like a Wild-Beast, turned their backs upon
us, and ran away. 40
Post-storm reconnaissance missions were regular occurrences along
Florida's east coast. Spanish prisoners reported that they often saw
their captors head for the local beaches after a storm and return
with "great wealth, in bars of silver and gold, and bags of reals." 41
Lyon suggests that Native Americans "had made adaptations to a
wrecking and salvage complex" and essentially became experts at
the task. 42
Once the two Native American scouts departed, the wet, weak,
and lame castaways:
communed together, and considered our Condition,
being among a barbarous People, such as were generally
accounted Men-Eaters, believing those two were gone to
Alarm their People: We sat our selves down, expecting
Cruelty and hard Death, except it should please Almighty
God to work wonderfully for our Deliverance. In this deep
Concernment some of us were not left without Hopes;
blessed be the Name of the Lord, in who we trusted. As we
were under a deep Exercise and Concernment, a Motion
arose from one of us, that if we should put our selves
under the Denomination of Spaniards (it being known
that that Nation had some Influence on them) and one of

40.
41.
42.

God '.s Protecting Providence, 5.
Escalente Fontaneda quoted in Axtell, The Indians' New South, 13.
Lyon, More Light on the Indians oftheAys Coast," 14.
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us, named Salomon Cresson, speaking Spanish Language
well, it was hope'd this might be a means for our Delivery;
to which, the most of the Company assented. 43
These two passages from Dickinson'sjournal are very revealing
because they highlight several ideological strands that influenced
the castaways' world-view and decision-making process. 44 First,
for Dickinson, Robert Barrow, a Quaker missionary, and the
editors of the first published edition of the journal, surviving
this ordeal in Florida was a matter of putting faith in the Lord. 45
For an eighteenth-century Quaker audience, "God's protecting
providence" was the central theme of the journal. 46 To further
illustrate the glory of God, God's providence was actively juxtaposed
with the harsh environment and the barbarous "devouringjawes of
the inhuman canibals of Florida." 47 The prefacer of the original
Gods Protecting Providence, 5.
Dickinson recorded the events of his time in Florida after his arrival in
Philadelphia with prompting from the Society of Friends. Two manuscript
copies, one previously undiscovered and being prepared for publication, of
the journal are located at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. The first
published edition (1699) remains relatively true to the manuscript; however,
some of the language was modified while other passages were excluded all
together. The captain of the Reformation, Joseph Kirle, confirmed the accuracy
of Dickinson 's account.
45. Barrow was a well-traveled and oft-persecuted Quaker missionary. Barrow spent
twenty-six years ministering throughout Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. He was
a close friend of George Fox and a highly regarded member of the London
Quaker meeting. Barrow, accompanied by another Quaker missionary, Robert
Wardell, traveled along the east coast of America and the Caribbean. By the
fall of 1696, Wardell died and Barrow resided in Elizabeth Parish, Jamaica with
his fellow religionists. Discouraged by the conditions prevailing among the
Friends in Jamaica, he left with Dickinson for Philadelphia.
46. God's Protecting Providence was an eighteenth-century bestseller. Its value as a
Quaker tract was instantly recognized. The title pages of the various reprints
of the journal reveal the importance of God in the narrative. After the first
edition in 1699, Dickinson and Barrow feature equally. With each new edition
Barrow, a Quaker missionary suffering his last ordeal, becomes the real hero
whereas Dickinson remains merely the author. Nevertl1eless, Dickinson is
the model of the emerging Quaker man of business and his text alternates
between the story of his competent actions and a hagiographic appreciation
of Barrow, the elder, beloved missionary, whose death near the end of the
narrative provokes a textual apotheosis. See Lorrayne Carroll, "Captivity
Literature," in Oxford Handbook of Early American Literature, ed. Kevin]. Hayes
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 155. In all, the journal appears in
fifteen editions and in three different languages: English, Dutch, and German.
For a discussion of the various editions see: Walker Andrews and Andrews,
Gods Protecting Providence orJonathan Dickinson s journal, 163-96.
47. Gods Protecting Providence, title page.

43.
44.
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journal, presumably Samuel Preston, suggested that the castaways
were "so affected with such eminent appearances of the protecting
-hand of Providence, for their help, preservations, and deliverance
that they are not willing to confine it to them only, but to publish
to the world; that the fame of God may be spread from sea to sea. "48
According to the evidence, Dickinson's survival strategy
required pragmatism rather than providence. At some point during
his travels, Dickinson became aware that some Native Americans
had a "love of tobacco." His gift of tobacco to Native American
scouts suggests an attempt to cultivate a positive relationship.
Native Americans were familiar with this type of reciprocity based
on their prior experiences with the Spanish who often "bribed"
them to do their bidding. Prestige items salvaged from shipwrecks
or gathered through trade had long become a part of their local
economic system.
Moreover, satiating the scouts with a gift provided time for
the castaways to devise a plan for their survival. In the interim,

48.

God's Protecting Providence, preface. Captivity narratives in general often included
a theme of redemption by faith in the face of the threats and temptations of a
foreign place and an alien way of life. Emphasizing the harshness of the voyage
was a standard practice for many deliverance narratives published during the
seventeenth and eighteenth century. Lorrayne Carroll suggests that "much
of their force derives from the fear and uncertainty attendant on the captive's
position in hostile, little-known North American locales." She continues, "all
captivity texts derive their narrative power from the image of the suffering
captive. They emphasize individual experiences of privation, loss, injury,
death, occasional escape, and redemption-both physical and spiritual." Many
of these accounts reinforce pernicious, ethnographic images of natives as
primitive, but some also (and simultaneously) present images of sophisticated
and effective native practices-in warfare, political negotiation, and spiritual
exercises. Dickinson's journal achieves all of these literary elements while also
revealing the complex interplay between local and trans-Atlantic influences
on Native Americans. In fact, Dickinson's journal is described in the Cambridge
History of English and American Literature "in many respects [as] the best of all
the captivity tracts." Carroll suggests that God's Protecting Providence portrays
Dickinson as a "heroic, authoritative, and sensible captive, one who negotiates
assuredly with his captors." In this way, Dickinson 's captivity narrative served
the Society of Friends as it moved from radical sect to mainstream institution
by illustrating how a Quaker, under duress, capably manages the problems
associated with temporal life (Dickinson) while it also offered a model of
Quaker piety and resignation in death (Barrow). See Carroll, "Captivity
Narratives" 143-45, 155-56; and Lorrayne Carroll, "Colonial and Revolutionary
Literature, Early National Literature: Travellers and Explorers, 1583-1763" in
The Cambridge History of English and American Literature, ed. A. W. Ward, A. R.
Waller, W. P. Trent,]. Erskine, S. P. Sherman and C. Van Doren (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1907-21).
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the castaways decided to masquerade as Spaniards because
they believed them to have "some influence over them [Native
Americans] ." 49 Their ruse, however, was hopelessly flawed. Of
the twenty-four castaways, only one, Solomon Cresson, could
speak Spanish beyond a few words. Regardless, Dickinson and
Kirle, the Captain of the Reformation and de facto leader of the
castaways, "instructed" the crew and the enslaved Africans in
rudimentary Spanish grammar and told them how to interact with
Native Americans. 50 Dickinson, unaware of the complexities of the
Native Americans' various relationships with the Spanish, figured
they might fare better if the Native Americans believed them to be
Spanish. 51 These two decisions, the gift of tobacco and pretending
to be Spanish, illustrate that assumptions about Europeans and
Native Americans relations circulated well beyond the peninsula.
Native Americans, however, interpreted the castaways' actions
quite differently than the castaways intended. For the Jobe, the
significance of the shipwreck waited in the wreckage. Dickinson
and company simply provided another opportunity for the Jobe
to gather riches and information that they might utilize in their
interactions with their local Native American counterparts, as well
as the Spanish.
The Anglo-Caribbean castaways' survival stratagem of doning
Spanish identities was based on astounding assumptions. For
the ruse to work, as Amy Bushnell suggests, none of the Native
Americans could know enough Spanish to penetrate their clumsy
disguise. Yet the Jobe must collectively know enough about
Spanish reprisals to refrain from harming Spaniards and enough
about Spanish rewards to render them assistance. 52 Little did the
castaways know that Spanish authority did not necessarily extend
into the lower reaches of the peninsula. Nor did they know
what would have happened to them if they revealed their true
nationality. This stratagem was contrary to English pride and to
Quaker principles, but the castaways had few options in the end.

49. God's Protecting Providence, 6.
50. Cresson, of Huguen o t d escent, was born in H arlem , New Amste rdam, in 1674.
Afte r his fa th er 's death h e relocated to Curacao. Cresson m ain tained business
connections in the mid-Atlantic colonies, particularly in Philadelphia, but
through poor business deals arrived in Jamaica pe nniless and was obliged to
ship as a common sailor on board the Ref ormation bound for Philadelphi
a.
51. God's Protecting Providence, 6.
52. Bushnell, "E cape of the Nickalee rs," 35-36.
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Perhaps, in the minds of the castaways, nothing but the fear of
Spanish retaliation or the expectation of ransom would keep the
-"savage men" at bay. 53 This first encounter, however, provided the
castaways with little cause to think that pretending to be Spanish
would preserve their lives.
Evidently, the Jobe decided to spare the castaways' lives
on their own accord-not because of the castaways' successful
ruse. Just like Spanish authority, the influence of Englishmen
pretending to be Spanish did not garner much respect from the
Jobe. The circumstances of Dickinson's survival directly related
to Native American perceptions of their changing world and
an extraordinarily complex and multi-generational exchange
that involved a multitude of local and trans-Atlantic influences.
Native Americans used these ideas to inform their decisions when
Europeans appeared on their shores.
When shipwrecks occurred along Florida's east coast, the news
of the castaways traveled fast between native communities. Within
several hours, the Jobe returned to the shipwreck in "very great
number all running and shouting." 54 While the majority of the
approaching Jobe went to plunder the vessel, the "Cassekey with
about thirty more came down" on the Dickinson party in a "furious
manner." 55 Surrounding the castaways as they sat upon their
salvaged trunks and chests, the Jobe cried, "Nickaleer, Nickaleer!"
At first the Dickinson party did not understand the exclamation
but after a reference to "Espania" the party supposed that at first
the Indians meant English. 56
The Jobe, unsure of the castaways' nationality or their
potential value as hostages, surrounded the survivors with "their
knives in their hands ready to execute their bloody design." The
cacique stood behind Dickinson while others were "taking hold of
some ... by the heads with their knees set against [their] shoulders."
Bewilderment and fear grew as the castaways listened to the Jobe:
"they were in high words, which we understood not. "57 After a

53.
54.
55.
56.

57.

Ibid., 35.
God's Protecting Providence, 6.
Ibid.
The label haunted the castaways for their entire journey. Found only in this
account, 'Nickaleer' seems to be Dickinson's attempt to reproduce the Native
American pronunciation of the Spanish Inglaterra or Angkterre. See Bushnell,
244.
God '.s Protecting Providence, 5-7.
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brief discussion, the Jobe decided to spare the survivors in order to
collect the goods locked in the trucks, chests, and scattered about
the beach. The Jobe stripped most of the party of their personal
possessions and continued pillaging the shipwreck "casting forth
what ever they could lay hold on, except rum, sugar, molossoes,
beef, and pork." 58 Evidently, the Jobe ascribed very little value to
perishable items, or as Milanich suggests "perhaps the rum, sugar,
and molasses were valued commodities to which another cacique ...
had a standing claim. 59 Nevertheless, Dickinson seemed impressed
with Jobe efficiency and skill in salvaging the Reformation.
Without a real sense of the discourse of the Native Americans'
"high words" it is difficult to speculate about their debate. The
castaways' clumsy disguise might have put just enough doubt in
the minds of the Jobe, but the apparent shift from "bloody-minded
creature [s]" to indifferent salvagers, however, probably resulted
from a well-argued discussion regarding the costs and benefits of
captivity or execution. 60 The particulars of the debate will never
be known, but two things are certain. First, Native Americans
along Florida's east coast made real distinctions between different
Europeans because of prior experiences with different groups.
The three autonomous native groups, the Ais, the Santaluces,
and the Jobe, repeatedly inquired about the castaways' national
origins even though they could probably recognize the physical,
cultural, and linguistic differences between the Spanish and the
English. Why they were insistent on confirming their identity,
however, varied according to each tribe's proximity to St. Augustine
and their relationship with the Spanish. Second, these distinct
opinions about different Europeans and distinguishing between
them were fundamental components in deciding how they treated
the castaways.
Despite a growing awareness of a larger Atlantic world, the
Jobe cacique's most immediate concern was with the dominant
Native American group along Florida's southeast coast, the Ais. Yet,
he also had to consider the Spanish. If Dickinson and company
were Spanish, as they suggested, a recovery expedition would be
expected to follow when the anticipated ship did not arrive in St.

58. Ibid. , 6.
59. Milanich, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe, 58.
60. God'.s Protecting Providence, 7.
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Augustine. By the late-seventeenth century, Spanish authorities
had developed the reputation for dealing retribution to Native
Americans who harmed Spaniards. While probably not a threat to
their sovereignty, these visits were certainly unwelcome.
If the castaways were English and traveled south, they might go
unnoticed by the Spanish at St. Augustine and, more importantly,
by the Ais, who would otherwise demand tribute from the
shipwreck. When Dickinson expressed his desire to move north,
the cacique insisted they travel south to his "town." Dickinson
suggested that the cacique wanted them to "go to the southward
for Havana, and that it was but a little way." 61 Dickinson "press[ed]
him more urgently, to let [them] go to St. a Lucea" but the cacique
warned that they would have their "throats and scalps cut and be
shot, burn'd, and eaten" by those he would encounter along the
way. 62 The cacique foretold this dramatic prediction, as Dickinson
rightly perceived, as a diversion to make going south appear more
attractive. The cacique focused primarily on securing the plunder
from the shipwreck and sending the castaways south so the plunder
would be safe against other inquiries. In the end, as Dickinson
suggested, the Jobe cacique "had heard of these places [Havana,
Santa Lucia, and St. Augustine] and knew which way they lay." 63
During this early exchange, the Jobe cacique illustrated a keen
awareness of his local milieu as well as a larger Atlantic world.
After three days at the Jobe village, the cacique permitted the
castaways to go north toward St. Augustine; however, he delayed
their departure until he re-secured his plunder, particularly
the 1,500 pieces of eight. The cacique and three of Dickinson's
enslaved Africans headed northward while the village was "busie
with what they had taken out of [the] vessel.. .sewing some cloth
together, stringing our beds, mending locks and chests. "64 When
the cacique returned with the boat, the three enslaved African
porters related that "the chief business was to remove the money
from one place to another and bury it." 65
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.

Ibid., 8.
The fort named Santa Lucia, established by the garrison left by Pedro Menedez
at the Ais Inlet in 1565 after they removed south, was incessantly attacked
by Native Americans and tormented by improper supply and eventually
abandoned more than one hundred years before Dickinson arrived in Florida.
How Dickinson became aware of Santa Lucia is unknown.
Gods Protecting Providence, 7
Ibid., 14.
Ibid., 15.
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The cacique's choice to use Dickinson's enslaved Africans as
porters is intriguing. Dickinson supposed that the cacique did
not trust his own people. The cacique may have simply viewed
the enslaved Africans as more able-bodied laborers and probably
understood the relationship between enslaved Africans and
Europeans. Either way, it is clear that the Jobe cacique made a
distinction between his white captives and his black captives.
The Jobe cacique mended locks and hid plunder not because
he did not trust his own people but because he aimed to keep it
from his Native American counterparts, and perhaps the Spanish,
whom Dickinson encountered on his travels northward. Burning
the Reformation to the waterline, which the Jobe did after first
contact, further concealed the size of the prize. The Jobe cacique's
preparations were all justified because once Dickinson and
company related what they lost to the Ais, and later to the Spanish,
both the Ais and the Spanish sent recovery expeditions for the lost
goods.
Maltreatment, abuse, and a general air of hostility characterized
the first encounters of the castaways with both the Jobe and the
Santaluces; however, upon reaching their respective villages the
Native Americans treated the castaways much more kindly. Despite
this obvious complication, most historians who have commented
on Dickinson's journal argue that the Native Americans in Florida
treated the castaways particularly poorly because they were
English. Considering that moderate physical abuse and stripping
the castaways of their personal property characterize the worst
of the maltreatment, historians have difficulty supporting with
evidence the claim that Native Americans treated English castaways
particularly poorly. Amy Turner Bushnell suggests that "the wild
coast lndians ... had good reason to hate the English, for they know
them as man-stealers." 66 Charles Andrews argues that the natives'
antipathy towards the English resulted from their knowledge of
the longstanding hostility between the Spanish and the English
and their "familiarity with such a situation ... could have become
an established conviction with the Indians." 67 The author of the
preface to the original edition of the journal was less certain:

66.
67.

Bushnell, "Escape of the Nickaleers," 58.
Walker Andrews and Andrews, Gods Protecting Providence orJonathan Dickinson s
Journal, 156-157.
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"whether their cruelty against the English proceeds from their
being under no apprehension of danger from them ... or whether it
proceeds from any particular disgust offered them by some English
I shall not determine." 68 In general, these commentators, at the
expense of the real agents of the exchange, the Native Americans,
focus too heavily on the English rather than the true European
presence in Florida, the Spanish. In short, these historians argue
that the poor treatment of the castaways resulted from a long history
of enslavement and maltreatment on the part of the English, an
awareness of European political maneuvers, or an apparent lack of
threat posed by English castaways.
I contend that the Native Americans did not treat the English
poorly at all. In fact, the castaways simply experienced a complex
expression of a standard protocol developed by Native Americans
after dealing with decades of shipwrecks. Events such as these,
while devastating to the Dickinson party, were probably regular
occurrences along the east coast ofFlorida. 69 Consequently, Native
Americans developed a series of actions to deal with stranded
Europeans. The Native Americans first cowed castaways into
submission regardless of national origin. Second, they analyzed
the costs and benefits for keeping the castaways alive. Third, and
most importantly, they secured whatever plunder they could from
the shipwrecked vessel. After establishing the status quo, Native
Americans decided the fate of castaways.
Previous historical interpretations of Dickinson's journal
about Anglo-Native American interactions are not particularly well
founded. First, the idea that the English maintained a reputation
amongst the Native American groups of south Florida to be
slavers seems to be unlikely for three reasons: timing, location,
and duration. Bushnell argues that "the English treated the wild
coast like a labor pool, seizing the natives at will and taking them
to distant places where they were forced to labor under dangerous
conditions where few would survive." 70 Bushnell highlights several
68.
69.

70.

Gods Protecting Providence, preface.
In August 1682 Sir Thomas Lynch wrote to the Governor of New Providence
about his position in the Bahamas: "it is known that your Islands are peopled by
men who are intent rather on pillaging Spanish wrecks than planting, that they
carry on their work by Indians kidnapped or entrapped on the coast of Florida,
and that all the violence you complain of arises only from disputes about these
wrecks." J. W. Fortescue, ed., Calendar of State Papers Colonial, America and West
Indies, 1681-1685 (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1899), 286-288.
Bushnell, "Escape of the Nickaleers," 58.
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occasions when the English took native captives including Robert
Searles' sack of St. Augustine in 1668 when he took a number of
captives black, white, and Native American. Bushnell also highlights
a buccaneering occupation against the Apalache on the Gulf Coast
in 1682 and William Phips' salvage expedition of the Nuestra Senora
de f,a Concepcion in 1687 when Native American divers worked on
the site. The lynchpin of the argument, however, is Dickinson's
relation of a Native American captive who had been taken by an
English merchantman and subsequently made his way back to the
Ais village via Havana. 71 Bushnell also suggests that English slave
raids from South Carolina during Queen Anne's War might have
generated this reputation as well.
On the contrary, Native Americans may have viewed Robert
Searle's raid of St. Augustine as an attack on the Spanish, not as a
direct affront to Native American villages some 250 miles south of
the Spanish settlement. Searle's interests focused on weakening
the Spanish garrison more than taking Native American captives.
The occupation of the gulf coast community during 1682 was even
more far removed from life along Florida's southeast coast. While
the recovery expedition ofWilliam Phips might be viewed as a direct
threat to Native American autonomy, it is important to remember
that the Ais received certain benefits, particularly the acquisition
of prestige goods, for their service as wreck divers. Finally, while
Creek and Yamasee raids did occur in Spanish Florida prior to the
beginning of the War of Spanish Succession, none of those raids
took place south of St. Augustine until after 1701, nearly four years
after Dickinson and company departed Florida. Alan Gallay, the
chief scholar of the Indian slave trade in the American South, only
mentions in passing that English-sponsored slave raids occurred
south of Timucuan territory at all. 72 Furthermore, the English

71.

72.

At Jece, Dickinson describes a "man in this town who, some years past, had
been taken off by some of our English sloops, for a diver on the wreck to the
eastward of Cuba, where he was sometime: but the vessel putting into Cuba, for
water, this Indian swam on shore and got to Havana, thence to St. Augustine,
and so to his native town. The greatest charge this man had against the
English was for taking him and their people away; not but that he was well used
amongst them. This Indian would often callJoseph Kirle, Solomon Cresson,
and some of us into his house, seeming very cheerful, asking if we would eat."
See Gods Protecting Providence, 41-42.
Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade, 148.
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were not the enslavers themselves, only the middlemen between
the raiders and the marketplace. 73
Andrews suggested that Native American antipathy towards
the English resulted from their knowledge of the longstanding
hostility between the Spanish and the English. While Native
Americans along the Florida southeast coast were certainly aware
that the Spanish did not enjoy the English presence on the
peninsula, the Native Americans also realized the impermanence
of the English settlement in the region. The Ais had first-hand
knowledge of English settlement in the Caribbean; whether or not
the Jobe were aware of an English presence in the Caribbean or
South Carolina is uncertain. 74 The arrival of English corsairs and
merchantmen along the southern coast may have been viewed as
an opportunity for trade, evident from a number of English goods
atJece. Dickinson suggests that:
we saw many tokens of some of our nations ... two English
canoes, one of cedar the other of cotton tree like those
of Jamaica, several blocks and sheaves of lignum-vitae;
several tools and knives, and more particularly, a razor, on
the haft. .. Thomas Foster. Some of these things look as
though they have been several years amongst them, some
but a few. 75
The presence of English corsairs and traders may have also been
viewed as a welcome distraction for the Spanish.
In any event, the idea that Native Americans directly adhered
to Spanish perceptions of the English does not clearly represent
their evolving perspectives regarding different Europeans. Native
Americans wanted simply to adapt and adopt what they found
desirable and attractive from the Europeans. Gallay argues that
Native Americans had "no intention of accepting the Europeans'
model for new behavior, or of exchanging their culture for a new
one, or, not least, of accepting European dominance over them. "76
Native Americans along Florida's southeast coast were autonomous
and made decisions based on their immediate goals. In the end,
Andrews' supposition paints the Native Americans along Florida's

73.
74.
75.
76.

Ibid., 69.
God 's Protecting Providence, 41-2.
Ibid., 41.
Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade, 125.
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southeast coast as subject to Spanish authority. Spanish influence
among the Native Americans must not be misinterpreted as apathy
for or adherence to European initiatives.
Finally, the prefacer of the original journal, Samuel Preston,
suggested that the English did not present a threat to the Native
Americans and that their helplessness created an occasion for
maltreatment. It seems counterintuitive that Native Americans
would mistreat people simply because of their helplessness. This
supposition perpetuated the idea that the journal's antagonists,
the Native Americans, were savage and barbarous. In all of their
arguments, these authors highlight the impact of European actions
and their repercussions. If we consider the 175-year relationship
with the Spanish, during which time Native Americans executed
many Spanish soldiers, missionaries, and castaways, it appears that
the Dickinson party received particularly good treatment. 77 The
violence and the death threats, while real to the castaways, simply
illustrate an elaborate scheme aimed at defining the power dynamics
between captives and captors. More than likely, none of the native
groups Dickinson encountered intended on killing the castaways or
they would have done so immediately. The castaways' view of the
Jobe, and all the Native Americans they encountered, as bloodthirsty
pagan cannibals was an image created in their own minds resulting
from the growing literature and prejudices about Native Americans
that circulated around Europe and the Atlantic colonies.
During these complex exchanges, Native Americans balanced
their acts of ferocity with acts of kindness. Dickinson, as an author,
glossed over the kindness of Native Americans in the published
account in order to highlight his dire circumstances and the glory
of God's deliverance .78 After the initial encounter, the Jobe cacique

77. From first contact to the eve of Dickinson's arrival in Florida, the Native
Americans and the Spanish had a contentious relationship. Milanich outlines
a number of cases in which Spanish soldiers and missionaries were put to
death by Native Americans along Florida's east coast in Florida Indians.
78. This is evidenced from the differences in the language in the published
account and the manuscript account in which the language is much more
matter-a-fact. Dickinson's language in the unpublished manuscript version of
the journal is much more forgiving in regards to the positive treatment he and
the other castaways received from their Native American captors. Moreover,
Dickinson's description of the harsh treatment is often much less descriptive in
the manuscript version, suggesting that Quaker editors may have embellished
the language to make their deliverance appear all that more remarkable.
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stayed with Dickinson while "some hundreds" of Jobe pillagers
continued to salvage goods from the wreck. Contrary to the image
of a "blood thirsty savage" at first encounter, now the "Cassekey's
heart was tendered toward us ... and for the remaining part of the
day [to] keep off the petty-robbers." 79 When the rain started again
the cacique signaled that they should build a shelter in which he
"stayed with [them] and the trunks he reserved for himself." 80 He
also retrieved several coats for those in the tent. Late in the evening
a group of Indians brought a slaughtered hog to the tent for the
castaways to eat. Upon their arrival to the Jobe village, the cacique
offered them water and constructed a makeshift shelter connected
to his wigwam "of some sticks ... with small palmetto tyed and
flattened to the stakes;" he also provided three reed mats. 81 The
"Cassekey's wife" suckled Dickinson's infant child. Another Jobe
Indian "brought a fish boiled on a palmetto leaf and sat it down
amongst us." This was hardly the treatment one might expect of a
"barbarous people" preparing for a mass execution.
The following morning the cacique's hospitality continued
with his son gathering, "in two hours ... as many fish as would
serve twenty men." 82 Some of the Native Americans took kindly
to particular castaways, as Dickinson wrote, "Solomon Cresson
was mightily in one Indian's favor, who would hardly stir from his
wigwam, but Solomon must be with him, and go arm in arm, which
Indian amongst his plunder had a morning gown, which he put on
Solomon." 83 Others took to Christianity, or rather, to the reading
of the Bible:

79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

Gods Protecting Providence, 8.
Ibid., 8.
Ibid., 12.
Ibid.
Ibid., 16. In the manuscript version, Dickinson relates more details about their
relationship: "Solloman Cresson our interpretor [sic] was by one of ye Indians
much affected in an extraordinary manner for at his first comeing [sic] to
this Towne & being naked this Indian in plundering of our vessel got amonge
other things some morning gownes one of which hee put on Solloman
& during our stay here whenever he mett Solloman would embrace him &
sometimes walk about with his arm on his neck a giving at time such food as
he had but when hee perceived his new friend was a goeing hee very eagerly
striped him of his roades & sent him away naked. " See Jonathan Dickinson,
''.Journal of the Travels of severall persons their sufferings-being cast away
in the gulph among Cannabals of Florida, 1696" (Loudon Papers, Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 22).
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some of them, especially, the Cacique's son, would take
great delight in our reading, and would take the Bible or
other book, and give to one or other to read; the sound
of which pleased them, for they would sit quietly and very
attentively to hear us. 84
It is important to remember that the readings were all in English,
not Spanish as they pretended to be. After three days at the Jobe
village, Dickinson and company departed for St. Augustine. The
cacique gave them several things including "five or six pounds of
butter, some sugar, a rundlet of wine, some balls of chocolate,"
and a large bowl to bail water from the leaky boat. 85 The night
before the cacique "seem'd very generous to my wife and child"
and gave her several useful things. 86 In exchange, however, the
cacique "resolved on" keeping one of Dickinson's enslaved
African boys, C<:esar. 87 The Jobe cacique's desire to keep one of
Dickinson's enslaved Africans along with his use of other enslaved
Africans as porters further illustrates how Native Americans
applied larger trans-Atlantic concepts to their local circumstances.
In this instance, Native Americans held at least a rudimentary
understanding of chattel slavery and made clear racial distinctions.
Enslaved Africans must have also been considered prestige items
by the Native Americans.
When the castaways arrived at the Santaluces' village, twenty
miles up the coast, two Santalucean fishermen observed the
castaways, black and white, from across the inlet and quickly headed
for their village. Within the hour a large group of Santaluces
arrived at the inlet with their bows and arrows. They "came in
the greatest rage that possible a barbarous people could." 88 When
coming upon the castaways, they cried "Nickaleer, Nickaleer" while
the castaways "sat all still, expecting death." After the "Indians

84.
85.

86.
87.
88.

God's Protecting Providence, 15.
A rundlet is roughly equivalent to fifteen gallons. In the manuscript version,
Dickinson reveals that the Jobe cacique also "gave us those sure guns which they
had taken oute of our vessel being 3 or 4 in number but wee had not powder
nor shott & rather them give offence wee took them [sic]." See Jonathan
Dickinson, ''.Journal of the Travels of severall persons their sufferings," 22.
God's Protecting Providence, 15-6.
Ibid., 16.
Ibid. , 21.
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had taken all but their lives" they ushered the castaways across the
inlet. 89
Here again, the Santaluces balanced their initial act of ferocity
with acts of kindness. While some were for "prosecut[ing] their
bloody design" others interceded on the castaways' behalf. 90 The
castaways "felt the rage of some of them" as they continued to throw
rocks, shoot arrows, and strike them as they made their way to the
village. Conversely, some of the captors protected the castaways. A
Santalucean woman gave Mary Dickinson a pair of breeches. When
an overzealous captor forced a handful of sand into baby Jonathan's
mouth, the cacique's wife came to their aid and stayed with them
until they reached the cacique's house. Thus, as Dickinson suggested
"a mighty strife there was amongst them; some would kill us, others
would prevent it: and thus one Indian was striving with another." 91
This ritualized gauntlet, similar to the one the castaways experienced
at Jobe, was meant to serve as an intimidation technique to cow the
castaways into submission. In historical retrospect, massacring the
captives seems like a fairly implausible objective.
While at the council house, the Santaluces gave Mary Dickinson
and the enslaved African women deerskins to cover their cold and
broken bodies; the men received breechcloths of woven grass.
The Santaluces appointed a place for the castaways and provided
mats to lie down; however, the place was "extremely nasty .. . [and]
swarmed with abundance of many sorts of creeping things."92 The
Santaluces debated while the castaways listened apprehensively.
The cacique attempted to talk with Solomon but to no avail. The
Native Americans went about brewing and drinking "Cassenna"
and smoking tobacco. 93 Around noon the Santaluces brought the
castaways some boiled fish. The day progressed with natives singing,
dancing, and drinking "cassenna." The following day the cacique
"looking on us pleasantly," offered gifts to some of the castaways.
Mary received roasted clams to share with the rest of the castaways,
while a Santalucean woman suckled baby Jonathan to the point that
he "began to be cheerful and have an appetite to food." 94
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Ibid., 22.
Ibid., 22.
Ibid., 23.
Ibid., 24.
Ibid., 26.
Black drink or cassina is made from the parched leaves of the yaupon plant (flex
vomitoria) , which grows wild along the Florida coasts north of the more tropical
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The Santaluces continued to inquire about the party's national
origins and Cresson continued to suggest that they were Spanish.
The Santaluces pointed to those with dark hair and suggested they
were Spanish but had doubts about the nationalities of those with
lighter hair. Whether or not the Santaluces believed the castaways
to be Spanish, they decided to send them on to the next village.
Dickinson suggested that they were "satisfied ... that most of us were
Spaniards." More than likely they were satisfied with what a visiting
Jobe ambassador related about the plunder. 95
When the castaways reached the Jece, the paramount Ais
village, they endured quite a different welcome. The Ais, who
maintained relatively regular contact with the Spanish, and had a
longer, or at least better documented, history with St. Augustine,
welcomed the castaways. AtJece they met the "commander of the
northern part of this coast, an ancient man, his beard and hair
gray." 96 The Ais cacique embraced Kirle and suggested that "those
people, who had served us thus, in stripping us, were rouges, but
we were his camerades or friends ." The cacique promised to "carry
us to Augusteen" in a few days. 97 Dickinson suggested that "the old
Cassekey seemed to have compassion for us." 98
In contrast to their violent arrivals at Jobe and Santalucean
villages, the Ais cacique immediately welcomed the castaways into
his village without the expected gauntlet of abuse. A performance
of ferocity was apparently not needed to ensure the castaways'
good behavior. The Ais escorts brought the castaways to the
council house where the cacique washed Robert Barrow and Mary
Dickinson's feet. The Ais distributed some canvas and ginger bags
to the castaways to be used as clothing. They also offered Mary

regions. It was used as a ceremonial tea by a large number of southeastern
American Indians, including nearly all the groups in northern Florida. John
Hann suggests that "despite south Florida's apparent lack of the yaupon holly,
regular consumption of cacina appears to have occurred among the elite at
least of the east coast." Milani ch, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe, 59;
Hann, Indians of Central and South Florida, 72; Charles Hudson, The Black Drink.
A Native American Tea (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1979).
95. In the manuscript version, Dickinson suggested that "about tenn a clock
came a stranger & Indians from another Towne upon ye news of this persons
conveing yee Casseekey & all his Grandees." See Dickinson, 'Journal of the
Travels of severall persons their sufferings," 36.
96. God's Protecting Providence, 29.
97. Ibid. , 29-30.
98. Ibid., 29.
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a piece of linen to cover baby Jonathan as well as a substantial
amount of foodstuffs. Kirle received a coat. An Indian woman
came "laden with baskets of berries" for them to eat and another
brought in a parcel oflarge "drums."
AtJece, the castaways met another vessel's company comprised
of six Englishmen and a woman that shipwrecked the same night
as the Reformation. 99 When they came to the inlet south of Jece,
the castaways turned back to retrieve their boat. Shortly thereafter
several Ais came down upon them asking "what nation they were,
if Spaniards, English, or French?" 100 The castaways answered that
they were Spanish but when the Indians looked angry they soon
confessed to their English origins. The Ais scouts stripped the
castaways and forced them to walk northward toward the town.
Here again upon their entrance in the village the cacique gave them
some clothing. Moreover, as Dickinson relates, "no violence [was]
offered to their persons." 101 The "Nantwich castaways" received
plenty of fish and berries to the time of Dickinson's arrival. The
Ais lodged the captain in the cacique's "house" while the others
were lodged in the other "Indian-houses." When Dickinson and
company arrived at the Ais village, the cacique suggested that the
Nantwitch castaways vacate the "Indian houses;" they refused and
were not forced out. Both parties received a variety of berries and
a large parcel of fish. Neither party received death threats from the
Ais. Even in the middle of a violent storm that flooded the village,
the Ais provided berries for the castaways. Mary repeatedly "went
a-begging" to the Indian women to suckle baby Jonathan; "they
seldom denied her." Several days after the storm, the castaways
received the "greatest plenty" of fish since arriving in Florida. In
general, the Ais treated the castaways with kindness or, at worst,
with apathy.
Bitter infighting, however, threatened to tear the castaways
apart. In the manuscript version of the journal (excised from the
printed version), Dickinson relates how "there grow a division
amongst us some or most of ye Marriners of our Vessell." He
suggested they:

99.

The passengers of the Nantwich included John Smith, (Master) Andrew Murray,
(Merchant) Andrew Barnes, (Mate) Hugh Allen, John Oster, John Shares
(boy), Cornelius Toker (boy), and a female passenger, named Penelope.
100. God's Protecting Providence, 31.
101. Ibid., 31.
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in ye greatestjoyletry [and] very prophane ... would appear
like anticks before ye Indians to make them laugh at their
folly [and] at ye same time would bier terrible oaths with
cursings [and] Damings which at any tyme yet either
Barrow Kirll or myself would reprove them.
Dickinson lamented that his "reproofs begot their dislike at length,
perfect hatred." So in times of need their recalcitrant counterparts
refused to supply Dickinson, his wife, or Kirle with any provisions
and "publiquely declared yet if wee perished for want they would
not help us." 102
In another incident recorded in the manuscript version of
the journal but excised from the printed versions, Dickinson's
enslaved Africans utilized the uncertainty of the circumstances to
their advantage. Dickinson recorded how his enslaved Africans
"through fear of ye Indians and other ill councell" would not
"come nigh to help my wife to tend her child ... Especially one
Negroe woman named Sarrah." Dickinson complained that she
would "taunt, demendre, [and] abase not only my wife but any
of us all to our faces." Dickinson further suggested that having
gained the cacique's favor, Sarah "would vilify us and at times when
food and watter was scarce [and] would bee our hinderance from
having it from ye Indians which wee might have had it not have
been for her." Dickinson could not reconcile how she "would deny
us to bee her master or mistress [and] laugh and deride us at ye
same time all which would increase our troubles." 103 Africans, at
least in this instance, took advantage of the leveling effects of being
stranded among Native Americans.
Eventually tensions eased and Dickinson enquired if the crew of
the Nantwich was to go to St. Augustine as well. The cacique refused
to take them because they were "Nickaleer, no Camerade." 104
Dickinson interpreted that statement to imply that the English
were not friends of the Ais. The cacique intended for them to go
southward. He did not suggest that they were to be put to death.
More than likely the cacique was unaware of the relatively new

102. Jonathan Dickinson, ''.Journal of the Travels of severall persons their sufferings,"
52-53.
103. Ibid., 53.
104. God'.s Protecting Providence, 30.
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alliance between the Spanish and English. 105 Even so, an alliance
probably meant very little to the Ais cacique and it is plausible to
suggest that when the cacique suggested that the English were "no
camarade" he was referring to the longstanding animosity between
the English and the Spanish, not to an animosity between the Ais
and the English. Dickinson, like the historians who have examined
his text to date, failed to consider the relative point of view of the
Native Americans. This is further evidence of Native Americans'
acute awareness of the evolving Atlantic world. 106
As stated earlier, sustained contact with the Spanish better
informed the Ais about European protocol and the advantages and
disadvantages associated with interacting with castaways and Spanish
authorities. More experience meant a better understanding of
Spanish recovery expeditions and the potential value of different
European hostages.
Consequently, the Ais cacique probably
wanted to send the English castaways south for two reasons: first
and foremost, the English survivors would not generate any kind
of compensation; second, the arrival of English castaways in St.

105. Old animosities betwee n the Spanish and English were briefly suspended, at
least on paper, with the Treaty of Ryswick after King William's War. Dickinson
was fortunate in arriving in Florida during this time because the south became
embroiled in conflict with the onset of the War of Spanish Succession in 1702.
106. Stuart Schwartz suggests that first observers of another culture, the traveler
to foreign lands, the historian, and the ethnographer all share the common
problem of observing, understanding, and representing. In practical terms,
the study of cultural encounters generated a variety of approaches. Some
scholars view the practice of representation itself as the essential act. In this
formulation , such portrayals of another culture are important for what they
tell us about the observer rather than the observed. Many other historians
and anthropologists are less willing to abandon a belief in the ability of the
observer to portray, record, or analyze another culture and the actions of its
members in a manner that allows us to cross barriers that separate cultures.
Schwartz further suggests that "in such meetings across cultures, an 'implicit
ethnography' existed on both sides of the encounter." Members of each society
held ideas of themselves and "others" and the things that gave them identities:
language, color, ethnicity, kinship, gender, and religion.
The theme of
cultural encounters raises some of the central questions in the field of history,
literature, and anthropology: perceptions of self and others, epistemology, and
the dynamic nature of cross-cultural contact. All these disciplines have been
concerned with the way in which the process of perceiving others reveals selfperception and, for some, how what one says about another culture is more
interesting as self-projection than as a reliable description of the "other."
See Stuart B. Schwartz, "Introduction" in Implicit Understandings: Observing,
Reporting, and Reflecting of the Encounters between Europeans and Other Peop!.es in
the Early Modern Era ed. Stuart B. Schwartz (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994), 2-4.
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Augustine would probably result in an unwanted visit from a
Spanish recovery expedition. On the other hand, by delivering the
"Spaniards" to St. Augustine there might be a chance at some type
of recompense. By sending the Englishmen southward, the Spanish
would remain unaware of the shipwreck and the plunder could be
utilized by the Ais when trading with the Spanish.
Recovering the plunder from the wreck of the &formation was
the immediate goal of the Ais cacique. Shortly after the castaways'
arrival, the Ais cacique enquired about Dickinson's losses.
Dickinson related that the Indians at "Hoebay" confiscated a great
deal of clothing and money. Upon hearing this, the cacique "grew
covetous and said, he would go and get some of it from them." 107
The next morning the cacique with ten men and two canoes
headed southward for "Hoebay." He promised that upon his return
he would carry Dickinson and his party to St. Augustine.
The Jobe village represented the southern limit of Ais
hegemony. Evidently the Jobe cacique hid the Spanish coin before
Dickinson's departure for good reason. Several days later, the Ais
cacique returned triumphantly atop one of Dickinson's chests.
He also brought C~sar along with him. The village received the
caciq ue "with great homage. "108 He gave an account of his adventure
during which time "he would often mention Nickaleer which
caused us [the castaways] much fear. "109 The cacique continued
to inquire about the castaways' national origins. He showed them
goods that he knew to be English while asking if they belonged
to the castaways. This is further evidence of the cacique making
clear distinctions between different Europeans. While the Spanish
coin provided Dickinson with a meek defense, the cacique became
wary of taking them to St. Augustine. Perhaps he concluded that
the value of the plunder outweighed the possible Spanish reward;
consequently, he decided not take the party to St. Augustine and
"laid all [their] hopes in the dust. "110
Dickinson continued to lobby for his company's departure to
St. Augustine, eventually convincing the cacique to allow Solomon
to go to St. Augustine. The "old Cassekey," Solomon Cresson, and
six Native Americans set out for St. Augustine in a canoe with a

107.
108.
109.
110.

God s Protecting Providence, 32.

Ibid., 36.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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small chest with "nigh one hundred pieces of eight. "lll Presumably,
the cacique planned to bring enough gold to St. Augustine to
prevent Spanish authorities from coming to his village to inspect
the size of the plunder. The gift of gold is comparable to the gift
of cassina herbs, smoking herbs, and moss pillows given to the
Santaluces by the Jobe ambassador. As Dickinson moved up the
coast, he also moved up the theoretical chain of command. During
his travels, Dickinson continually and unknowingly observed a
complex network of hegemonic exchange. In other words, as
Dickinson moved closer to the single European center of power in
Florida, he witnessed how a proximity to Europeans altered Native
American protocols. The news of the shipwrecks, however, reached
St. Augustine before the cacique's arrival.
About two weeks after the cacique's departure for the Spanish
settlement, eleven Spaniards and one Native American interpreter
arrived atJece and "embraced us [Dickinson and company] very
cheerfully." The power dynamic changed with the arrival of the
Spanish. Clearly Spaniards, even in small numbers, garnered
some respect amongst the Ais. The "old Cassekey .. .seemed much
dejected." He lost what he had taken from Jobe to the Spaniards
and his hope of delivering Spaniards for a reward would not be
realized. The Native Americans along the southern coast gambled
and lost. Dickinson's relation of the events, however, indicated
that the normal method of recovering salvaged goods from the
Native Americans along Florida's southeast coast was barter and
trade rather than confiscation. Bushnell contends that the Native
Americans had:
many things that Spaniards wanted: sassafras, amber,
deer and buffalo skins, nut oil, bear grease, tobacco,
canoes, storage containers, and, most of all food . ..and
the Indians ... wanted what the Spanish had: weapons,
construction and cultivation tools, nails, cloth, blankets,
bells, glass beads, church ornaments, and rum. 112
Dickinson suggested that the Spanish attempted to persuade
the Native Americans to "bring [goods] to light" by offering to buy
~hings with tobacco. 113 A leaf or half leaf of tobacco would purchase
111. Ibid., 37.
112. Ibid., 44; Bushnell, "Escape of the Nickaleers," 46-47.
113. Bushnell, The King's Coffers, 8.
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a year of linen or wollen, or silk from the Indians. Dickinson noted
that the Ais had stores of silk, linen, and wollen cloth, which they
dolled to the Spaniards by the yard. 11 4 Five pounds of ambergris
could buy, at St. Augustine, a looking glass, an ax, a knife or two,
and three or four mannocoes (five or six pounds) of tobacco. 115
By the time Dickinson arrived, Native Americans had learned that
they could salvage goods from shipwrecks to manipulate their trade
relationship with Europeans, particularly the Spanish.
In line with all those who encountered the castaways, the
Spanish captain inquired about Dickinson's shipwreck and made
it clear that he intended to retrieve what the Jobe kept from the
vessel. The castaways implored him not to go there because they
feared for their lives in the absence of the Spanish. The castaways
thought they could rest easier in the care of the Spanish. Ironically,
with the arrival of the Spaniards the castaways' plight worsened
considerably as they quickly began the journey north to St.
Augustine. The Spanish captain forced the castaways to proceed
in two parties, always making Kirle, several enslaved Africans, and
the Ais guides go ahead. The two groups met at a place where they
were to "hale our boats over land, being a quarter of a mile from
sound to sound." 11 6 At this place, the Spanish captain, with another
reciprocal gesture, gave a Native American a "leaf of tobacco,
commanding him to go, with all speed, and bid his cacique, with
all his able men, come and help" get the boats across the land. 117
By the time they arrived, the job was completed; the Spanish
captain gave the cacique "a leaf or two of tobacco" for his trouble
and the cacique reciprocated with a "stately parcel of fish" which
the soldiers shared with Mary Dickinson and Penelope, the solitary
woman castaway with the Nantwich crew.11 8 The Spanish, however,
did not share the fish with the remaining two dozen castaways.
The actions of the Spanish distressed the castaways, but
Dickinson appeared more comfortable with their new European
counterparts, even if they showed little regard for the plight of the
castaways. As the weather turned cold, the Spanish made themselves
some shelter with mats, but would not "let us meddle with them

114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

God s Protecting Providence, 48.
Bushnell, The King 's Coffer, 96.
God 's Protect ing Providence, 48.
Ibid.
Ibid., 49; Bushnell, "Escape of th e Nickaleers," 49.
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[the boats]" to get shelter from the wind.11 9 Moreover, on the next
day when the company came across an "Indian plantation" full of
"pumpion vines," the "Spaniards were too quick for us, and got all
before us." Furthermore, when a piragua sent to recover goods from
the Native American villages delivered some provisions, including
bread, corn, and strung beef, to the company "it was kept from us,
except a piece of strung beef, the Captain of the Spaniards" gave to
Mary Dickinson. 12 Finally, Dickinson and Kirle thought the leader of
the Spanish expedition, Captain Sebastian Lopez, conspired against
them when he "drew up a writing" for them to sign placing them and
their African slaves "at the disposal of the Governor of Augustine."
Dickinson refused to sign the document. By this point the Spanish
had carried the castaways safely within the Spanish domain and left
them to return southward to the shipwreck to recover what they
could from the Native Americans. The Spanish escorted the English
castaways because it was protocol under a recent treaty between the
two countries. The treaty, however, did not erase years of national
and religious animosities that erupted several years later.
Once the Spanish returned south for the goods left at Jobe,
the castaways remained in the hands of the Native Americans of
northern Florida. Spanish missionary efforts focused in north
Florida in the seventeenth century amongst native groups who
spoke dialects of the Timucuan language. While not a single
political unit, the Timucua encompassed a group of around thirty
simple chiefdoms, each comprised of two to ten villages. 121 The
castaways interacted with the eastern Timucua who inhabited the
coastal areas from Cape Canaveral to St. Augustine. The various
Timucua speakers lived in different environmental zones. All of
their groups practiced some agriculture but many relied heavily
on hunting, fishing, and gathering. The key distinction between
the Timucua and the Native Americans of southeast Florida was
Timucuan adherence to Spanish authority maintained through
the establishment of the missions and military outposts. 122

°

119. Gods Protecting Providence, 49.
120. Ibid. , 50.
121. Hann, History of the Timucua Indians and Missions(Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1996);John Worth, The Timucuan Chifdoms of Spanish Florida,
Assimilation (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1998); Worth, The
Timucuan Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida, Resistance and Destruction (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1998).
122. The castaways interacted with the eastern Timucua who inhabited the coastal
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The castaways continued north with one Spaniard and their
Native American guides. At each village, the Native Americans
provided provisions for the castaways. 123 The further north they
travelled, however, the less accommodating the Native Americans
became to the castaways. This possibly occurred for two reasons: the
Timucuans may have been more accustomed to maltreatment and
tacitly resistant to the Spanish or they may have been, as Spanish
allies, less accommodating to people who were not Spanish. At
each sentinel outpost the Spanish expressed little concern for the
castaways, suggesting that they should continue on to the next
sentinel's house. In fact, several castaways were left to die along the
shore after the Spanish sentinels refused to accommodate them.
Dickinson noted this situation in his account:
our people, black and white, made all speed, one not
staying for another, that could not travel so fast, not but I,
with my wife and child, Robert Barrow ... Benjamin Allen,
and my negro London, whom I kept to help carry my child
keeping together; the rest of our company had left us,
not expecting to see some of us again; especially Robert
Barrow, my wife and child. 124
For the remainder of the day, Dickinson remained a good distance
behind the larger party, only four of whom he could see. Dickinson
sent London to ask them to slacken their pace; they did not. Later
in the evening "in the midst of these reasonings and doubtings"
Dickinson saw a Spaniard on top of the sand bank. The shipwreck
victims made their way to the sentinel's house where the Spaniard
offered them room by the fire, plenty of hot cassina, cornbread,
and a "kersey-coat" for Mary. The Spaniard refused, however, to
go back for the others; he argued, "the weather was not fit to go
out." Dickinson "begged of them hard" to let the travelers stay for
the night but several of the castaways had to sleep in a small thicket
of trees during the "hard frosty night." 125 In the end, five of the
castaways died of exposure that day: Benjamin Allen, Jack, Ceasar,

lived in different environmental zones. All of the groups practiced some
agriculture but many relied heavily on hunting, fishing, and gathering. See
Milanich, Florida Indians, 80-81.
123. God's Protecting Providence, 52.
124. Ibid., 55.
125. Ibid., 59.
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Quensa, and baby Cajoe. The Spaniards, unable to maintain the
castaways, continued to send them further north as quickly as they
-came to each house.
Eventually another boat from St. Augustine came to fetch
the castaways. Once they arrived, the Spanish escorted the
Dickinsons directly to the governor's house. Bushnell suggests
that had Dickinson been more aware of protocol, he might have
noticed where the governor received him-not at the landing, as
an honored guest, nor at the entrance to the Government House
as an equal, but rather standing formally at the top of the stairs.
Once he established his space, Don Laureno de Toress y Ayala
was gracious. 126 The governor's treatment of the Dickinsons was
strangely similar to that they received from the various Native
American caciques along their journey north. The Spanish
provided wine, food, and clothing. The visitors were quartered in
the governor's house. While the hard part of the ordeal was over
for Dickinson and his companions, another 250 miles of Indianterritory separated Spanish St. Augustine and English Charlestown.
During this journey, only briefly recorded in the journal, Dickinson
entered into an even more hotly contested zone but his ordeal in
Florida ended as abruptly as it began.
Conclusion

In the end, seventeenth-century Florida was a dynamic place
where several autonomous Native American groups interacted with
a number of different Europeans and their Native American allies
living in mission towns around St. Augustine. Native Americans
along the southeast coast were not mere dupes caught up in the
events of the colonial period. They maintained their way of life,
their socio-political organization, and their religion. They not only
took an active role in the new world developing around them, they
utilized the standing animosities of different Europeans to their
advantage. 127 Their autonomy and their awareness of different
Europeans influenced how Dickinson and his fellow castaways
would be treated during their time along Florida's east coast.

126. In a long list of Spanish Florida's royal governors, he was the first American
appointee: a creole from Cuba rather than a peninsular from Spain. See
Bushnell, "Escape of the Nickaleers," 53.
127. Milanich, Rorida Indians, 51.
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But the process was complicated and unstable. Even though
previous understandings, expectations, and generalized ideas
about the "other" played important roles, the contacts themselves
caused readjustments and rethinking as each side was forced to
reformulate those ideas in the face of unexpected actions. 128 What
advantages Native Americans could garner from different castaways
also influenced intertribal interactions. Most importantly, local
circumstance guided how the castaways from the Reformation
moved from village to village.
In the context of competing empires, it appears that for this
brief period, the Native Americans were victorious in contending
with the uncertainties of this period. While the ultimate demise
of these three groups waited on the horizon, Dickinson's journal
presents a collection of highly sophisticated Native American
groups who actively contended with the same issues Europeans
faced at the turn of the eighteenth century. Europeans and Native
Americans sought to maintain traditional ways oflife, adjust to new
trade opportunities, and incorporate new peoples and their actions
into their collective worldviews. The Jobe, the Santaluces, and the
Ais all figured out how to work these shifting circumstances to their
advantage. In the end, these groups successfully maintained their
autonomy and in some instances enhanced their position along this
European frontier. They successfully incorporated Europeans and
their goods into their world when it provided benefits. Generally,
historians view Native American successes and failures in European
terms but if we consider how agile these groups proved to be in
their interactions with a diverse group of random Europeans, we
can clearly recognize their successes.
By examining the events of Dickinson's shipwreck, I have
attempted to develop a clearer picture of the interactions of
a diverse group of Atlantic world peoples during a brief period
along a European frontier zone. This exploration of a particularly
intriguing international sphere of interaction highlights that
despite Florida's reputation as a backwater, the peninsula was deeply
impacted by the material and ideological currents circulated by
Spaniards, Native Americans, and other wayward Europeans. I have
further attempted to rescue Dickinson's journal from historical
obscurity in utilizing Dickinson's narrative to explore how local

128. Schwartz, "Introduction," in Implicit Understandings, 3.
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and trans-Atlantic cultural, religious, and political currents of the
late-seventeenth century Atlantic world influenced the interactions
~ of a diverse group of Atlantic world peoples.
For too long, historians have viewed the events of Dickinson's
journal through an imperialist lens. While Dickinson's journal
frequently appears in the footnotes of anthropological, historical,
and literary monographs, scholars have collectively disregarded
the richness of the account. Traditional approaches to captivity
narratives and the ethnographical commentary contained therein
deserve to be reevaluated. I utilized Dickinson's narrative to
explore how local and trans-Atlantic cultural and political currents
of the late-seventeenth century Atlantic world influenced the
interactions of a diverse group of Atlantic world peoples to reveal
the complex interplay between power and perception. In the end,
the late-seventeenth century Atlantic world, especially along this
European frontier, was a very uncertain and dynamic place where
new exigencies outweighed customs.
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